In this talk we will discuss a general framework to solve certain sums of products of functions over semi-rings. This captures many well-known problems in disparate areas such as CSPs, Probabilistic Graphical Models, Databases, Logic and Matrix Operations. This talk is based on joint work titled FAQ: Questions Asked Frequently with Mahmoud Abo Khamis and Hung Q. Ngo, which appeared in PODS 2016.
INTRODUCTION
Consider the following four problems that span disparate areas. P 1.1 (E I PGM ). We are given a hypergraph H = (V, E) where for every edge e ∈ E we have a function f e : D e → R. Further, given a subset S ⊆ V, we want to compute the function (where x = (x S , x V\S ) ∈ D V ):
where for any subset T ⊆ V, we use x T to denote the vector projected down to indices in T .
. We are given a hypergraph H = (V, E) where for every edge e ∈ E we have a function f e : D e → {0, 1}. Then compute the function f : D V → {0, 1} where for every
f e (x e ).
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. We are given a hypergraph H = (V, E) where for every edge e ∈ E we have a function f e : D e → {0, 1}. Further, we will assume that V = {1, . . . ,n}. Given a subset S = {1, . . . ,s}, we want to compute the constant function
where x = (x 1 , . . . ,x n ) ∈ D n and each Q i ∈ {∃,∀}.
Generally the function f is encoded by a matrix (with the rows and columns indexed by D) and and h are encoded as vectors indexed by D. Finally, we present a generic "sum of product" problem that captures all of the above problems. P 1.5 (F A (FAQ)). We are given a hypergraph H = (V = {1, . . . ,n}, E) where for every edge e ∈ E we have a function f e : D e → R. Given a subset S = {1, . . . ,s} of V, we want to compute the function:
where for each s + 1 ≤ i ≤ n, either ⊕ (i ) = ⊗ or (R, ⊕ (i ) , ⊗, 0, 1) form a commutative semi-ring 1 .
We note that Problems 1.1 and 1.4 are special FAQs where all the semi-rings are (R, +, ·, 0, 1)-i.e. the "usual" arithmetic over reals while Problem 1.2 is a special case where all the semi-rings are ({0, 1}, ∨, ∧, 0, 1). See [1] for a longer listing of problems (including Problem 1.3) that are special cases of Problem 1.5.
Our technical contribution is to present one single algorithm to solve Problem 1.5 using some recent algorithmic developments for Problem 1.2. For a gentle introduction to these ideas, come to the talk or see our survey [2] . Readers interested in the full gory details should see the full version of the paper [1] .
